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Dear friends 

You may be thoroughly fed up of the words “unprecedented times” and how much has changed but 

I am delighted to say that we continue our work in Romania despite even more stringent living 

conditions there.  Talking to Danny and Sarah yesterday they explained they need papers every time 

they leave the house saying where they are going, the reasons, the time and route they will take.  

Apparently the government collected more revenue in two months in fines (£400 per offence) than 

they would have taken in the whole year on taxes. Adding to this, the price of food had at the start 

of the Coronavirus more than doubled.  A normal pack of potatoes went from 80p to £2; fortunately 

the government stepped in to stop retail profiteering. 

Given all this, they have continued to get food supplies and deliver to those families in the Adopt a 

Friend scheme, although social distancing has meant less contact than previously. 

Danny has continued to serve in the voluntary fire brigade and has been called out to forest fires 

earlier this year, while Danny and Sarah have had to support the children in home schooling. 

Obviously it has not been possible to meet in the church or get the young people together.  Having 

said that, they have still been able to link up with the young people on various social media tools and 

have recently started streaming services on some very basic equipment.  They were overwhelmed to 

find there were over 1000 new hits on their service and over 3000 that had found and looked at 

their site.  They have received lots of encouragement to continue, but they are struggling with 

rudimentary equipment, and are having to do everything themselves as they don’t have anyone in 

the village with the technical understanding to support them.  They face additional challenges as 

many of their congregation do not have the technology that allows them to link up in the same way. 

Danny, Sarah, Vetuta and Daniel are doing their best to maintain contact by other means. 

At the recent trustee meeting the annual report for the Charity Commission was approved; the 

following is an extract of the work in 2019. 

Three of the trustees and several supporters of CAR visited Romania (at their own expense) at 

different times during 2019, to encourage, support and observe our counterparts (PCR), and were 

pleased by the progress being made and the careful distribution of aid. 

Looking back over 2019 it has been a year of challenges and delights.   Over the course of the year 

(with thanks to our partners and supporters) we have been able to provide: 

• New desks and educational supplies with art and craft material and the children in the 

kindergarten with their exercise and workbooks ;  

• With the tractor bought in 2018 help to poorer families to collect wood, and over 6 loads of 

wood to other families that could not afford any; 

• Support to the church in Carand and its work with women and children; 

• Food aid and compassion to over 34 families each month; 

• Contribution to medical expenses for those in need; 

• Christmas community engagement continued with meals and gifts to the poorest in the 

community and the children;   

• A children’s Christmas party with around 100 children from the village; 
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• A benevolent fund for use of the team in Romania in emergency situations to provide 

essential aid.   Frequently the team last year faced urgent medical requests and on occasions 

were called upon to transport people to hospital/doctors.  Journeys in 2019 totalled more 

than 2,200 miles; 

• A car for Pastor Daniel to be able to meet his needs and parishioners; 

• Direct support to fund Pastor Daniel, Vetuta, Danny and Sarah, to be able to support the 

church and community full time 

In addition  

• Work with the youth of the village has continued to expand and they have also been engaged 

in community work, such as clearing the forest of litter.  Bicycle rides are a frequent activity. 

• A women’s group has continued to develop. 

• This year Danny facilitated a leaders’ training event and has started establishing links with 

other church leaders to share the message and continue serving the community. 

Note: the full report is available on the charity website and also at 

https://www.comactrom.com/copy-of-latest-news 

 

Charity news 

Evan Gough, our current treasurer, has announced his wish to resign from that post, although he will 

continue as a trustee.  We express our thanks for his support since 2006 in this area, and know his 

continued advice will be invaluable.  At present he will continue in this role temporarily, while we 

seek a replacement. 

We are always thankful for our sponsors and donors, many of whom have supported the charity 

over many years. While it seems harder for us to raise funds than it used to be, our small charity 

continues to be blessed with income in 2019 the best in last three years (up 31% on 2018).  It is 

worth noting that administration costs remain at a level less than 3% of total payments and is more 

than covered by gift aid meaning that every penny we receive from donors goes directly to the good 

causes.  In line with Charity Commission advice, we are, in the present crisis, increasing our reserves 

from the current three months’ worth to six months’ worth.  Regrettably this means is that there is 

less general disposable money available for works in Romania.- 

Appeals 

Before making any appeal, we want to acknowledge the phenomenal generosity of all our individual 

supporters, churches and schools, without whom little of the work we do would ever be achieved. 

We do want to place before you a number of key financial needs: 

1. Our current restricted funds for children’s work (arising mostly from a school in the UK) will 

meet less than half of what is needed to support schools work. 

2. We have created a fund to cover emergency needs and cover Danny’s costs when he 

transports people to hospital.  This is currently approximately £1000 per year.  If you were 

https://www.comactrom.com/copy-of-latest-news
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able to make either a small one off donation or contribute monthly through standing order 

we would be grateful. 

3. More families are needing support through our Adopt a Friend scheme. 

4. Funding for church equipment to support their streaming of services and on line meetings. 

Prayer Requests 

While money is important we acknowledge the Lord is our provider so your prayers for our work 

including the team here and in Romania are really appreciated. 

Please pray for: 

• Protection from Covid-19 for the team; 

• The continued availability of food for Adopt a Friend; 

• Time and strength for the team as they grapple with the new routines, paperwork and 

technology that are now part of daily life; 

• Funding for children’s work and the emergency fund. 

 

With our grateful thanks from all the Community Action Romania Team in the UK, and from Danny and Sarah 

in Romania, 

 

Roger Edwards, Chairman, & Lynn Edwards 

Community Action Romania 

 

 

For more information do visit our website www.communityactionromania.co.uk  and stay in touch via our 

Facebook page https://www.facebook.com/groups/200681983374737  

Alternatively contact us for more information on email comactrom@gmail.com or one of the UK team 

• Roger (Chairman & Trustee) and Lynn Edwards (responsible for ‘Adopt a friend’) 5 Wilson Close, 

Willesborough, Ashford, Kent.  TN24 0HX 

• Evan Gough (Treasurer & Trustee), 20 Chancellor Court, Broomfield Road, CHELMSFORD, CM1 1RY.  

Tel: 01245 259116 

• Andrew Golba, 19 Ledbury Gardens, Cusworth, Doncaster DN5 8LS 

• Rob & Katie Foot, 55 Brooklands Drive, Leighton Buzzard. LU7 3PE 
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